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Retail sales data are bouncing back as
the inevitable post-lockdown economic
rebound begins

Global Macro – European Outlook
Past the worst of it, but a full recovery remains a long way off. The
policy response will be important to reduce fragmentation.
THE RECOVERY WILL NOT BE LINEAR
Preliminary Q2 GDP figures will be released from next Friday but the extent of the
collapse in European economic activity is already clear. The French statistical
agency estimates that economic activity was around 22% below ‘normal’ in May
while UK monthly GDP was still 25% below the January 2020 figure. The German
economy was less affected, yet GDP is still likely to have fallen by around 10% in Q2
according to the Bundesbank.
With businesses shuttered at the start of the quarter and the public told to stay at
home, the magnitude of the economic downturn is not a surprise, and nor should it
be surprising to see activity recover as lockdown measures are eased. A rebound, to
some degree at least, is inevitable. There are already signs of this in more frequent
data. French retail sales have rebounded sharply in June, to around the pre-virus
level, and by 5.5% YoY. German retail data is looking even stronger. However, the
composition of sales is far from ‘normal’. The French data show a sharp increase in
items such as bicycles and computer equipment, which is unlikely to be sustained.
We also note that distance selling also increased by 54% in May as many people
continued to avoid the high street.

‘V’-SHAPED SO FAR, BUT THE PACE OF THE RECOVERY IS SET TO SLOW

Source: Bundesbank, MUFG Bank Economic Research Office

Some sectors will recover more quickly
than others. After some easy initial
gains, the pace of the recovery is likely
to slow.
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Retail sales are not the whole economy (or even total consumer spending as things
associated with ‘normal’ life such as meals out, dry cleaning, transport are not
included). The Bundesbank’s Weekly Activity Index, based on a range of high
frequency indicators, is a better guide to real time total economic activity. The index
is bouncing back sharply as the lockdown is eased. It might look as though it’s the
start of a true ‘V’ shape recovery (i.e. output quickly back to pre-virus levels) but we
doubt the pace of this rebound will be sustained. Social distancing measures will
weigh on productivity and there are likely to be weak supply-chain difficulties for the
manufacturing sector if the virus continues to spread in other countries. Until Covid
can be brought fully under control there is likely to be a persistent reduction in
demand for sectors such as travel and hospitality. With the virus still spreading
rapidly in other countries, external demand is also likely to remain weak. So, despite
the strong initial rebound, the recovery is unlikely to be linear. We still expect that it
will be some years before output returns to its pre-Covid level in the euro area.

THE INITIAL POLICY RESPONSE HAS BEEN EFFECTIVE
A lot will depend on the degree of policy support through the rest of the year and into
2021. Policymakers can build upon their initial success. All sorts of measures have
been introduced but the focus was first to a) ensure liquidity to firms and b) prevent a
surge in unemployment. Both the ECB and Bank of England introduced liquidity
facilities or expanded existing programmes and it now seems unlikely that lending
conditions will hold back the recovery. The latest ECB Bank Lending survey suggests
that credit standards for businesses may have actually slightly decreased over the
last three months.
National governments were quick to broaden the eligibility for existing short-term
working schemes (e.g. the “Kuzarbeit” in Germany) or introduce new programmes
(e.g. the Job Retention Scheme in the UK) under which the state covers the bulk of
workers’ wages to preserve jobs. These schemes have been remarkably effective;
unemployment rates have barely budged despite economies being shuttered through
most of April and May. Some caution should be taken with unemployment figures –
the number of people ‘actively looking’ for jobs has also declined which will reduce
headline rates, but the schemes do seem to have been successful at preventing
widespread job destruction at the height of the lockdown.

Job losses are inevitable when
governments begin to taper furlough
support

However, the programmes will not last forever. They are expensive (the UK’s
programme is likely to total more than 2% of GDP) and there may be hysteresis
effects if workers lose skills after not working for months. For governments, it is a
narrow path between permanent job losses and providing unnecessary state support.
An increase in unemployment rates does seem inevitable by the end of the year,
which will hamper any recovery in consumer spending (and for those that retain their
jobs, there is a risk that higher saving rates will weigh on consumption growth).

LIQUIDITY MEASURES MEAN THAT LENDING
CONDITIONS ARE NOT HOLDING BACK THE RECOVERY

FURLOUGH SCHEMES HAVE PREVENTED A SURGE IN
UNEMPLOYMENT

Source: ECB, MUFG Bank Economic Research Office

Source: Eurostat, MUFG Bank Economic Research Office

After initial emergency support, attention is now shifting to the recovery.
Governments across Europe are increasing healthcare spending, while infrastructure
initiatives and incentives to purchase electric cars have also been introduced in
several countries. German retail sales are likely to receive a boost from a temporary
VAT cut. On the monetary policy front, central banks have been quick to expand QE
programmes. The ECB has introduced a €1.35 trillion Pandemic Emergency
Purchase Programme (PEPP) which gives allows for much more flexibility than the
existing asset purchase programme.
It is not yet clear what the economic consequences of the crisis will be over the
longer term so many policymakers will be in a ‘wait-and-see’ mode. There will be a
reluctance to expand support while retail sales, surveys and other data are bouncing
back as the lockdown is eased. But if our forecasts for a long, slow drag back to
normality after the initial post-lockdown bounce are correct, then more stimulus
measures will be required later down the line. The current PEPP envelope is likely to
be used up more quickly if it becomes clear that there will be a fragmented economic
recovery. Southern European countries, more exposed to the tourism shock but also
more indebted, could lag well behind Germany and other Northern countries. The
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ECB has indicated that it is ready to make full use of the additional flexibility of the
PEPP to avoid ‘market fragmentation’ if any divergence does put upward pressure on
peripheral yields. We suspect that it will be hard to avoid a fragmented recovery
across Europe however, which is why the EU’s Recovery Fund is critical (more on
this below). The ECB may well announce another increase to the PEPP envelope,
perhaps at the December meeting, but it shouldn’t be the only game in town.

BOX 1: THE BEST ECONOMIC POLICY RESPONSE IS TO CONTROL THE VIRUS
Fiscal and monetary policy choices will affect the recovery but the experience of the UK has shown the importance of the public
health response for the economy. The UK locked down later than other European countries and has struggled to contain the
virus. In turn, this made it harder for the government to ease containment measures and the lockdown remained in place for
longer than in other European countries. While bars and restaurants reopened in Germany from May, they remained closed in
the UK until July. High frequency data show that citizens’ visits to ‘retail and recreation’ venues in the euro area gradually
started to recover from May but still remain well below the baseline in the UK.

AFTER A LATER LOCKDOWN, THE UK HAS STRUGGLED
TO EASE RESTRICTIONS

COVID-19 REMAINS MORE PREVALENT THAN IN THE
EURO AREA

Source: Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker,
Blavatnik School of Government, MUFG Bank Economic
Research Office

Source: European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control,
MUFG Bank Economic Research Office

The disappointing UK GDP figure for May, barely showing any improvement on April, probably reflects an ongoing fear about
the virus. More broadly, the UK experience suggests that a full economic recovery is unlikely until the pandemic can be brought
under control. With the virus continuing to spread in waves around the world this still feels a long way off. The increased
capacity of test and trace programmes may help to limit severe outbreaks to smaller clusters (city-wide lockdowns have already
been implemented in Spain and the UK) but it seems that the threat of the virus will remain until a vaccine can be developed.
For the UK, the sub-optimal health response is likely to be followed by an additional economic drag from Brexit as the transition
period ends this year, while the large share of household spending in GDP may also cause it to lag behind the recovery in
Germany and other countries.

LIFE REMAINS FAR FROM ‘NORMAL’ IN THE UK

OUTPUT BARELY IMPROVED FROM THE APRIL LOW

Source: Google, MUFG Bank Economic Research Office

Source: ONS, MUFG Bank Economic Research Office
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THE EU EDGES TOWARDS A RECOVERY PACKAGE

Many European countries that have
been most-affected by Covid have
limited fiscal capacity to mitigate the
shock

The economic recovery from the Covid crisis will be very uneven across Europe.
Some countries have been affected more than others by the virus. Italy was the first
European country to experience wide community spread of Covid, while Spain has
also had a large number of confirmed cases. Both these countries also have large
tourism sectors. While demand for international travel over the longer term is still
unclear, tourism certainly suffered initially from the lockdown measures. Official data
show that 15 million tourists arrived in Spain in April and May 2019 – the figure for
the same two months this year was zero. Governments’ fiscal capacity to support the
economic recovery also varies across Europe. Southern European countries, which
generally have larger tourism sectors due to their climates, tend to be more
constrained by high government debt piles.

OPPOSITION TO THE PROPOSAL COMES FROM NET CONTRIBUTORS

Source: European Commission, MUFG Bank Economic Research Office
There is recognition at an EU level that some countries will struggle more than others
to recover from this crisis but it is not straightforward to agree joint fiscal support. An
initial proposal for an EU recovery fund (€500bn in grants, with €250bn in loans on
top) has been pushed by Germany and France. This was met with substantial
opposition from ‘frugal’ governments (Austria, Denmark, Finland, Sweden and the
Netherlands) which stand to be net contributors to the scheme. After an arduous EU
summit this weekend, with the plan discussed alongside the 2021-27 budget, there
are now reports that the amount of grant support, the most contentious issue, could
be reduced to €390bn. This is considerably lower than the initial proposal, and we
are still waiting for any details on disbursement.

Policy support will help but is unlikely
to prevent a fragmented economic
recovery
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Even if the initial proposal is watered down, a psychological shift to debt sharing
would still be significant and the level of fiscal support (around 2.8% of 2019 EU27
GDP) remains meaningful, if €390 is indeed the final figure. A mechanism for
redistribution through grants according to needs would help to minimise economic
divergence. It would also reduce the burden on the ECB (and the PEPP in particular)
to provide the coordinated European response. Still, we think it is likely to be a long
road back to pre-virus levels of economic activity in many European countries, even
with unprecedented policy support, and some degree of fragmentation is inevitable.

JOHN D. HERRMANN
Director
Interest Rates Sales & Trading
T: +1-212-405-7447
E: JHerrmann@us.sc.mufg.jp

MUFG Securities
A member of MUFG, a global financial group

US Rates
In its brief, 2.5-month economic recovery, there were many things
that America “did right” – placing the economy upon a strong and
vibrant path toward the return to pre-COVID-19 real GDP level by the
4th Quarter of 2021. Yet, across a very broad swath of the American
populace, peoples – young or old, Democrats or Republicans - could
not heed, nor embrace, anti-COVID-19 health protocols. Our models
had forecast an “end of summer,” post-Labor Day Holiday surge in
new COVID-19 cases –alongside the taxing of the hospital system’s
capacity. Well, it is only mid-summer, and that “worst case” health
care scenario may be upon us. Hence, we continue to expect at least
three more major fiscal stimulus Acts from Congress: by August
2020, by January 2021 and by June 2021. For its part, the FOMC
likely maintains the policy rate at the zero lower bound through yearend 2022, expands its balance sheet and introduces a front-end
“interest rate cap” program to anchor such guidance.
OVERVIEW
Over the past 2.5-months, the outcomes of U.S. economic have been quite
“constructive” – either matching or exceeding our own forecasts (that notably were
more constructive than the consensus expectations).
The improvement in the economy over the months of May and June was far stronger
and more broad-based than investors had predicted, yet there looms significant risks
upon the very, very near horizon over: the reversal of re-openings, of possible
regional “re-closings,” of the launch of a “remote” academic new year, over the
cancellation of the usual autumn sports and activities schedules, and other limits to
economic activity.
Evidence of strong tone to data abounded in the monthly releases for: private-sector
nonfarm payrolls, new and used motor vehicle sales, retail sales, CPI inflation,
housing sales and improvements, ISM surveys, manufacturing production, unit gallon
gasoline consumption (highway miles driven), factory orders and the like.
nd

Such strength “limited” the extent of the decline in real GDP over the 2 Quarter,
while that strength put in place a remarkable “statistical hand-off” for growth not just
rd
th
for the 3 Quarter, but for the 4 Quarter of 2020, as well.
For example, should our models forecast prove accurate for the decline in U.S. real
nd
GDP of near -31.88% q/q SAAR in the 2 Quarter (we note that the consensus
estimate is -33.70%), then the “statistical hand-off” alone points to risk that real GDP
rd
growth over the 3 Quarter likely is +13.50%, or greater.
rd

Our models forecast for 3 Quarter’s real GDP growth is +19.88% (a touch higher
than the consensus estimate of +18.00%) – but, fluid events over surging COVID-19
cases and hospitalizations (and local political policy responses) make such growth
estimates highly “preliminary.”
Since early-May (as several States re-opened), the surge in the community spread of
COVID-19 has been remarkable upon a demographic and geographic basis.
While we had anticipated a “post-Labor Day Holiday” surge in COVID-19 new cases
over the months of September and October, the community spread of COVID-19 has
exceeded our “base case” expectations since late-June.
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The American populace – whether young or old, Democrat or Republican, northerner
or southerner – has flaunted the appropriate anti-COVID health protocols.
The five-day moving average of new cases of COVID-19 in America has surged from
th
th
th
19,579 on June 11 (its “low point” since March 30 ) to 69,561 on July 18 (the
HIGH for the year).
The shape of the 2s-30s Treasury Note yield curve has followed (inversely) this path
th
of COVID-19 new cases: the yield curve was near its flattest on April 15 (when we
initiated a 2s-30s yield curve steepener investment stance at 107 bps). Then, the 2sth
30s yield curve was near its steepest on June 5 (at 146 bps), when new cases of
COVID-19 were so low. Yet, currently, the 2s-30s yield curve is quite flat, again (at
118 bps), as new cases of COVID-19 are at their highs.
As Chair Powell continues to argue,
“There remains great uncertainty about the future, as the path of the economic
recovery very much depends upon the path of the COVID-19 pandemic. … The
Committee’s goal remains to promote the strongest recovery possible. … The
Committee will use its full range of tools to support the economy. Policymakers need
to keep their foot on the gas until we are sure that we are past this critical phase of
the crisis. …”
Over the intermediate-term, we continue to expect the 2s-30s Treasury yield curve to
steepen upon the basis of:



Chair Powell’s pledge to keep interest rates ‘low for long’ – anchoring the
policy rate,
Chair Powell’s possible adoption of an “interest rate cap” program on the 2year Treasury Note’s yield,



Massive Federal fiscal deficits over the years 2020 and 2021 (that increases
Treasury Note auction supply,



“Decent” economic growth over the 2 Half of the year 2020, but stronger
“back-loaded” economic growth once effective vaccine(s) and treatment(s)
emerge,



Anchored front-end yields abroad,



Other factors.

nd

In the absence of vaccine(s) and treatment(s) for COVID-19 before mid-March 2021,
we continue to harbour deep concerns for the American populace and the economic
recovery over the winter months of 2020-2021. Such concerns are a formidable
adverse risk to our forecasts and outlook and, indeed, to the outlooks of the vast
majority of financial market participants.
We continue to expect the risks surrounding the community spread of COVID-19 in
America to introduce a political event risk, “pendulum swing,” on November 3, 2020,
where the outcomes of the Presidential and Senate elections may swing towards the
Democratic party upon a narrow basis in a few swing States.

BASE CASE EXPECTATIONS


Next Fed move: FOMC restored ZIRP, of a policy rate of 0.00% to 0.25% for
the balance of the year 2020 – with the effective federal funds target rate trading
near ten basis points – see Table 1.
*** Our models highlight risk that the policy interest rate remains at ZIRP
over all of the years 2020 and 2021 and 2022 – possibly longer.
Our economic models highlighted a “deep” recession risk for America over 1H2020, but a “decent” rebound over 2H-2020. Thereafter, our models continue to
forecast relatively “decent” growth rates for America over the years 2021-20222023.
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Still, the path for the economy likely may be significantly impacted by the
“unknowable” path of COVID-19. To strengthen forward guidance over the years
2021-2022 into 2023, the FOMC may introduce an “interest rate cap program” on
the front-end of the U.S. Treasury Note yield curve (say, on 2-year Note’s yield).
We share the same concern(s) of Chair Powell, “The path ahead for the U.S.
[and world] economy is highly uncertain and subject to significant downside
th
risks” (May 13 ).
In the unfortunate circumstance that effective vaccine(s) and treatments(s) take
time to develop and implement, “Monetary [and fiscal] policy must be
accommodative in the face of a range of possible outcomes,” (Chair Powell, May
th
13 ).
Our models highlight risk of a “pendulum swing” in USA national election races in
rd
both the Presidency and the Senate on November 3 .
As Chair Powell has guided, “The FOMC will continue to use its tools until the
[COVID-19] crisis has passed and the economic recovery is well underway.”
We could not agree more with Chair Powell’s “forward guidance” – as per our
models interest rate forecasts – see Table.


Terminal rate view: For a decade now, our models have forecast a relatively
“low” neutral-terminal federal funds target rate of near 1.50%. Such a forecast of
the “terminal rate” remains significantly lower than the FOMC’s current baseline
projection of near 2.50% to 2.75%.
We note that, over the previous eight-years, the Committee steadily has marked
lower their projection for the terminal rate from 4.25% to 2.50%, but the
Committee has not embraced our forecast for a neutral rate of just 1.50%.
*** We expect the FOMC to lower its SEP Projection for the terminal rate
towards 2.00% over the course of years 2020 and 2021.
The basis for our models forecast of a “low” terminal interest rate includes many
factors: our discoveries over deep structural challenges to U.S. labor markets
(also, in numerous labor markets abroad), of persistent uncertainty in the political
landscape of America to address such challenges (uncertainty that typically
dampens the pace of business investment, business formation and of labor
productivity growth) and of quiescent inflation at home and disinflation-deflation
risk abroad (where structural issues in the labor force prevail in most developed
economies).
According to our models forecasts, the FOMC Committee over-shot the ‘neutral
policy rate’ during its interest rate policy tightening cycle of the years 2017-2018.
Due to such an “over-shoot” risk, we anticipated reductions in the policy interest
rate over the year 2019 and into the year 2020.



Curve shape comment – risk of a ‘steeper’ 2s-30s yield curve over the
intermediate-term: Our models continue to glean risk over a resilient economic
recovery unfolding over 2H-2020, 2021 and 2022 (though, the surge in the
community spread of COVID-19 has made our economic forecast more “backloaded” than “front-loaded,” on the margin) - see Table 2.
In our economic outlook, we assume strong fiscal deficit stimulus over 2H2020 and thereafter, through 3Q-2021 (i.e., greater Treasury auction supply)
along with risk that the FOMC’s policy rate may remain near the Zero Lower
Bound (ZIRP) for long and that the FOMC adopts an “interest rate
cap”program on the 2-year Treasury Note’s yield.
Our models continue to forecast an expansive Federal fiscal deficit budgetary
posture – which may balloon the Federal Debt-to-GDP ratio towards 119% by
2025 (if not sooner).
Should our risk-based interest rate scenario prove accurate, then the 2s-30s
yield curve likely may steepen further over the intermediate-term – see Table 1.
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Monetary policymakers likely would not be desirous of such a 2s-30s yield curve
steepening, and may attempt to counteract that move via an “operation twist”
Quantitative Easing policy.

KEY RISK FACTORS TO OUR VIEW IN THE MONTHS AHEAD
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Risk of a U-Shaped recession for America and the World’s economy in the years
2020-2021. Risk over the USA and worldwide “community spread” of COVID-19
over the spring-summer-autumn 2020 and winter 2021. Risk of potentially
deeper impediments to the world’s economic supply chain.



‘Wave 1’ of COVID-19 still is underway in USA, with ‘Wave 2’ of COVID-19 set to
run alongside America’s typical influenza season from mid-October through midMarch. We had forecast a strong finish to Wave1, following end of summer
parties/barbecues, America’s Labor Day Holiday and the re-opening of the new
academic year (and autumn activities’ schedules). Yet, America has flaunted
health protocols, and Wave1 new cases are tracking 6.275 million and near
174,000 deaths before mid-September 2020.



Risk that surge in community spread of COVID-19 delivers a “pendulum swing”
rd
in the Presidential and Senate races on November 3 – with a “narrow swing” to
the Democratic Party.



Risk of a re-emergence and deepening of “community spread” of COVID-19
during Wave 2 that may ultimately encourage the FOMC to (1) maintain the
policy rate at the zero lower bound through all of years 2021 and 2022 and into
the year 2023 and (2) introduce an “interest rate cap” program on the 2-year
Treasury Note’s yield at the July or September FOMC Meeting. .



“Unknowable risks” to vaccine(s) and treatment(s) developments to COVID-19.



Risk of household and business insolvencies and damaged confidence broadly.



Risk of “moderate” economic growth over the years 2020-2021 (and of further
disinflation pressures) in Europe and in Asia (e.g., China, Japan, South Korea,
Singapore, Hong Kong, elsewhere) – that depletes growth more broadly through
emerging economies.



Risk of a re-emergence of strains in the markets for risky assets over 2020-2021
should Wave 2 of COVID-19 prove harsh and there be “delays” to the roll-out of
vaccine(s) and treatment(s). .



Risk of a re-emergence of financial markets illiquidity – across a range of
securities – should Wave 2 of COVID-19 prove harsh.



Risk of a moderate pace of “escape velocity” (less than +1.75%) during the
subsequent economic expansion in the USA.



Political risks abound, both at home and abroad.



As we have argued upon numerous occasions, there remain strong global
influences upon the U.S. Treasury (and swaps) yield curve! Global financial
conditions and flows need to be monitored closely over the near- and
intermediate-terms, including actions of foreign central bankers. The ‘levels’ of
overseas interest rates need to be monitored closely, as well.



Good Luck to All in 2020 and 2021 !

TABLE 1: FEDERAL FUNDS RATE FORECASTS AND US TREASURY YIELD CURVE FORECASTS (WITH “NO CAPS”)

Source: Bloomberg L.P., Federal Reserve Bank, MUFG forecasts 17 July 2020
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TABLE 2: SURGE IN COVID-19 CASES AND HOSPITALIZATIONS DAMPENS OUR 2

ND

HALF REBOUND FORECAST

Source: BEA, BLS, DoL, Federal Reserve, Bloomberg LP, MUFG forecasts and calculations
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FX
FX correlations with equity markets remain very robust across a
number of key G10 currencies and hence the consolidation of equity
markets around the highs first hit in June has helped keep the US
dollar at weaker levels. Like with equities, non-dollar currencies are
being supported by the hope of fresh stimulus to support growth,
vaccines being ready to tackle COVID by the end of the year and
economies continuing to open up despite the worsening spread of
COVID. If we do not get these expectations confirmed, some
correction in risk is likely and hence some recovery for the dollar. We
are also entering the summer trading period, historically a time of riskevents that illicit out-sized financial market reactions.

MARCO SUN
Chief Financial Markets Analyst

BASE CASE EXPECTATIONS, JPY, EUR & CNY
Global Markets Division for China
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E: Wu_Sun@cn.mufg.jp

USD/JPY – BEARISH BIAS


Range: 104.00-110.00

The ranges and bias remain unchanged from a month ago with USD/JPY close to
unchanged – indeed the range for USD/JPY in July to date is the narrowest yet since
COVID hit the markets and reflects in part the consolidation in risk asset more
generally. The narrow trading range is more evident in USD/JPY than other
USD/G10 currency pairs and there is clear evidence of much weaker correlations
between JPY and equity markets. 3mth daily % change correlations are non-existent
for JPY versus key equity markets on a 3mth timeframe. On a 6mth basis covering
the extreme risk move related to the COVID crisis, the correlations are stronger
highlighting the more traditional correlation you would expect during risk-on/risk-off.

MUFG Bank, Ltd.
A member of MUFG, a global financial group

The point here is that we should not view the current stability and narrow trading
range in USD/JPY as necessarily a sign of the JPY not being a safe-haven currency
– it is but only perhaps at the extreme moments of high VIX moves. So if we do get

NON-EXISTENT DAILY % CHANGE CORRELATION; JPY & S&P 500

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond & MUFG GMR
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some period of risk correction that results in a breakout of the current consolidation
range in the S&P 500, then JPY would likely strengthen and show strong negative
th
th
correlations with equities. Over the 3mth period between 19 February 19 May, JPY
has the strongest G10 FX negative correlation with S&P 500 and Nasdaq. So given
we see the potential for some correction in risk assets over the coming months, there
is certainly a risk of increased JPY demand related to safe-haven flows.
We continue to struggle with providing solid fundamental factors that would result in a
move higher in USD/JPY. Some sudden and dramatic improvement in US
fundamentals that lifted expectations of a quick reversal in Fed monetary stimulus
would be one, but that remains highly unlikely for now.
In reality, ongoing ultra-lose monetary policy in the US will either coincide with a
gradual improvement in economic conditions in the US and globally or with a
renewed deterioration in economic conditions due to the stubborn nature of ridding
the world of COVID. An extreme risk-off event could also lift USD/JPY like it did
during the worst period of COVID but with measures now in place to alleviate those
USD liquidity problems that seems much less likely.
The base case scenario remains that absent of any notable correction in risk assets,
USD/JPY will remain in a narrow trading range with risk skewed to the downside
given the Fed’s monetary policy stance and the near full elimination of the US-Japan
yield premium. Later in the year that could be reinforced by the Fed moving to some
form of Yield Curve Control to reinforce expectations of low yields for longer. We
expect nothing more from the BoJ.

SEASONAL VIX PERFORMANCE OVER LAST 20YRS

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond & MUFG GMR

But our risk bias over the short-term would be more a reflection of the possibility of a
correction in global equity markets to the downside coming at a time of low levels of
summer liquidity. Seasonal analysis of VIX over the last 20yrs shows the coming 6
weeks as being a period of higher levels of VIX. JPY seasonal analysis also shows a
bias to the upside over the coming three months. Affirmation of the positive news
priced in the markets is required – if not forthcoming, the yen could be set for a move
stronger. In the next 5-6 weeks, low levels of liquidity in the summer months at a time
when FX liquidity is also lower than usual since the COVID crisis hit could result in an
out-sized FX move if a correction was to materialise over this period.
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EUR/USD – BULLISH BIAS


Range: 1.1100-1.1700

The euro is currently testing the top of its recent tight trading range between 1.1200
th
and 1.1400. The next key resistance level is provided by the high from 9 March at
1.1495 which would open the door for further upside potential in the month ahead.
EUR/USD is currently on course for a third consecutive calendar month of gains
which would be the longest period since late 2017/ early 2018. On that occasion,
EUR/USD was in the final stages of a sustained rally which lifted the pair from a low
of 1.0341 in January 2017 to a high of 1.2555 in February 2018. At the current
juncture, we believe that there is still scope for the euro to extend its advance further
against the US dollar.
The euro continues to benefit from building optimism over the outlook for economic
recovery in the euro-zone. Market participants have been encouraged by further
progress towards an agreement on an EU Recovery that does not significantly water
down the initial proposals. At the time of writing, EU Leaders are reportedly inching
towards a deal that would provide grants of up to EUR390 billion to members hit hard
by the COVID shock. Downside risks for the recovery have also eased after the
German parliament and Finance Minister Olaf Scholz have accepted the ECB’s
clarification that their asset purchases under the PSPP were proportional. It appears
increasingly unlikely that the German Constitutional Court will restrict the
Bundesbank’s/ECB’s ongoing efforts to support the recovery and debt markets in the
st
euro-zone. The release of the Q2 GDP report (31 July) is expected to confirm that
the euro-zone economy started to bounce back as lockdown measures eased. The
number of new COVID cases in Europe is gradually picking up especially in Spain.
On the other hand, the US dollar continued to weaken alongside improving risk
sentiment. The ongoing spread of COVID-19 in hot spots such as the US and other
large emerging market economies have not yet undermined the recovery in risk
assets from the March lows. Evidence of a strong initial bounce back for the US
economy has failed to provide support for the US dollar. We continue to believe that
the US dollar remains vulnerable to further weakness in the near-term unless risk
assets correct lower more broadly. Real yields have fallen sharply in the US. The Fed
is expected to maintain its commitment to maintain loose policy at their upcoming
th
FOMC meeting (29 July), and is moving closer to strengthening their forward
guidance to signal a higher tolerance for allowing inflation to overshoot.

EUR/USD VS. LONG-TERM REAL YIELD SPREAD

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond & MUFG GMR
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USD/CNY – BEARISH BIAS


Range: 6.9500-7.1000

The bottom line, a mixed signal but the CNY rally will continue in the near term
An uneven economic recovery among different sectors, especially within the services
sector, and the rising geopolitical tension between the US and China; we see a
mixed risk signals but the risk-on rally for CNY against the U.S. dollar in the near
term looks set to continue. Should the risk factors cause the market participants to
put its risk-off hat on, CNY will quickly move towards the 7.1000 level to test the
resistance around that level.
China Q1 GDP 3.2% y/y, the sharp contrast to the 6.8% contraction in Q1.
Industrial and construction activities lifted China second-quarter GDP to 3.2% y/y,
beating the market consensus by 0.8 percentage points. On a Q/Q SA basis, China's
GDP growth accelerated by 11.5%, taking GDP back above the pre-virus high
reached in Q4 2019. Furthermore, the construction sector made a turnaround in Q2,
from one of the worst-hit sectors in Q1 to the second-largest contributor to growth in
Q2 GDP. The real estate services, industry, and agriculture sectors also made the
same turnaround and contribution. Last, the telecommunication and IT sectors
contributed the most to the economic growth in H1 of the year 2020. During Q1 and
some months of Q2, individuals worked from home or attended school courses
online, and ordered food or antiseptics online too, the contribution from the
telecommunication and IT sectors were within our expectations. The data release
augmented the market's confidence, which extended the recent rally in CNY against
USD and helped provide support for the Shanghai Shen Zhen 300 Index (SHSZ300).
China's service sector makes up around 1/2 of the GDP; the weak service
sector is the economy's Achilles' heel.
Behind the "joyful" GDP number, we see challenges to China's economic recovery.
Even though the service sector has been healing since Q1, consumer services such
as hospitality, leasing and commercial services, and retail are still lagging the overall
recovery. Notably, hospitality and leasing and commercial services recorded negative
growth of 20% and 10%, respectively.
Looking ahead over the H2 of the year 2020, China's annual real GDP growth could
be 1.8%-2.3% y/y (Bloomberg's forecast medium 1.8%). Perhaps we should neither
expect a V nor a U shape recovery; considering we are at the midpoint of the year,
the challenges ahead, especially looking into the unemployment and final domestic
consumption variables.
China policymakers initiated policy stimulus measures, which achieved positive
results in the first half of this year. The nationwide surveyed urban unemployment
rate has been falling in recent months, to 5.7% in June from 6.2% in February; also,
the labor force participation rate is close to where it was a year ago, just 0.5
percentage points lower. Besides, the proportion of the furloughed workers since the
epidemic started in February continues to decline, dropping to 0.8 percent in June,
basically as same as this time last year. The improvement in employment conditions
helped to drive a recovery in disposable incomes. Should the COVID19 epidemic
situation continue to improve (remember the Beijing Xin Fa Di produce and wet
markets confirmed clusters, the subsequent scare, and lockdown?) and the number
of employed people picks up, the domestic consumption momentum should gradually
fueling the GDP growth. While global risk factors will be important for CNY direction,
a better macro backdrop in China would be important for near-term CNY direction
and like markets more generally lots of good news appears in the CNY price.
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CHINA NEW URBAN EMPLOYMENT NUMBER, TIME SERIES DISPLAY

Source: WIND

KEY RISK FACTORS IN THE MONTHS AHEAD
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As we touched on briefly above, the main risks to our bearish USD/JPY view
remain the same. Firstly, a very surprising pick-up in US growth specifically that
fueled a renewed rates divergence on the prospect of a sooner than expected
end to current Fed monetary easing. Secondly, another extreme risk-off event
like in March during COVID could see a sudden surge for the dollar, although it
would unlikely last long given the measures in place to counter USD illiquidity
problems. So we see both risks as quite remote for now.



Upside risks for the euro include further progress towards: i) re-opening the eurozone and global economies without a significant pick-up in the growth rate of
new COVID-19 cases, ii) an agreement on the European Recovery Fund, iii) a
favourable resolution to the German Constitutional Court’s ruling which does not
undermine confidence in the scope of ECB policy action going forward, iv) a
Brexit trade deal breakthrough, and v) cures and/or vaccines would likely favours
a higher EUR/USD rate on balance as well by boosting confidence in stronger
global recovery.



Downside risk for the euro include: i) a significant pick up in the growth rate of
new COVID19 cases which encourages a reversal of lockdown measures in
Europe and globally, ii) a material watering down of plans for the Recovery Fund
and/or delay in reaching agreement, and iii) the Bundesbank/ECB fails to provide
adequately address the German Constitutional Court’s concerns triggering a loss
of confidence in the euro and European assets.



Critical risk factors for CNY: 1) COVID19 situation onshore and aboard, mainly
China's major trading partner countries in ASEAN, EU, and Americas; 2) The
ability of China's health system to tackle the next wave of COVID19 outbreak in
the coming autumn while holding the social fabric together; 3) The "Trump
factor,” he has moved on from criticism on Tweets (keep us awake in the nights)
to sign executable U.S. sanctions on China policymakers, financial institutions,
and companies. If the outlook becomes cloudy, the market might choose not to
hold CNY.
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COVID-19: STILL IN NEED OF A SOLUTION
After the US demonstrated success in containing the spread of the virus and
‘bending the curve’ on a national level, a swath of a dozen or so states are
experiencing an alarming rate of infection. Unsurprisingly, the outbreak is occurring in
states that can be said to have flouted the more aggressive measures taken by
states that essentially came to a social distanced stand-still. For instance, Florida
recently recorded +15k positive cases in one day, beating New York’s 12K record set
in April.
With many states presently engaged in staged ‘re-openings’ of their economies, the
concurrent outbreaks across the southern states, California and Arizona highlight the
very real risk of a resurgence. A key decision point will be the start of the school year
in September 2020. With many businesses taking steps to bring employees
physically together in some fashion, school/child care/e-learning remains a critical yet
unanswered piece of the puzzle for the remainder of the year. With a vaccine largely
believed to be a 2021 event at the earliest, the threat of a resurgence and possible
roll back or reversal of a re-opening, and whether or not that is discounted in the
financial markets, remains the largest uncertainty for the remainder of the year.
In consideration of the events described in the preceding, the following discussion
will focus on the High Yield Market from the beginning of March to the beginning of
May.

US ELECTION: SLOWLY HEATING UP
Perhaps an unintended relief related to the pandemic is the slower-than-typical ramp
up of campaign activity around the US elections. The country remains divisive
(wearing a mask has been politicized) but we have had relatively low bouts of
volatility around potential policy proposals from either candidate. While both parties
want to ‘re-open safely’ and jawbone about supporting the economy, the Democratic
candidate has brought up increasing corporate taxes and reinstating a more stringent
regulatory environment. With the Republican candidate facing re-election so soon
after economic calamity, history would suggest a difficult road ahead.

PRIMARY ISSUANCE:
There are few novel ways to express the surge in activity level in the IG primary
market in the first half of the year. Referring to the table below, note that corporates
have issued $1.21 trillion in investment grade debt during the first six months of the
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year. That compares to the record of $1.3bn in 2017 for the FULL year. We had
monthly volumes from $250mn to almost $300mn from March through May 2020,
compared to the previous record of just under $180mn in May 2016.
With government support in the real economy and a pledge to keep financial markets
functioning, corporates certainly struck while the iron was hot. Maintaining and
building liquidity became a paramount driver of new issuance. We saw not only refinancings pulled forward into Q2 2020 but many otherwise healthy companies
issued debt to simply build cash. Although we expect second half 2020 issuance to
subside to ~$300bn, the year will top recent volume records. The question that
remains unanswered it the degree to which 2021 issuance will be impacted.

FIGURE 1: FULL YEAR INVESTMENT GRADE ISSUANCE VOLUME

2017
2016
2020 YTD
2015
2020 1H
2018
2019
2014
2012
2013
2011

$1.306tn
$1.252tn
$1.240tn
$1.225tn
$1.209tn
$1.149tn
$1.118tn
$1.069tn
$1.002tn
$996bn
$781bn

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG

SECOND QUARTER EARNINGS:
The financial impact of the COVID shutdown was only partially reflected in the tail
end of first quarter figures and management teams – in the thick of the outbreak were largely unable to provide much guidance for the remainder of 2020. However,
second quarter earnings season will show the a full quarter impact on performance
and the conference call season should provide better insight into the near- to medium
term effects of the new operating environment for key industries such as airlines,
travel and leisure, banking, healthcare, and energy. While capital markets have
allowed companies to avoid a liquidity crisis, we do not yet fully appreciate the extent
of what may be longer-lasting impairments to the earnings profiles of some
industries. We believe second quarter commentary will be an important juncture for
understanding the path forward.

WE GET BY WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM THE FED
PERFORMANCE
The Federal Reserve Bank had been actively purchasing corporate ETFs and bonds
in a program that expires in September 30, 2020. With the improvement in the credit
markets, the Fed has tapered its purchases to $160mn per day down from over
$300mn per day at its peak. The latest data shows that the current portfolio is
concentrated in Healthcare (12%); Tech (10%); Utilities (10%); Energy (10%); Autos
(9%); and Consumers (9%). From a ratings perspective, we see a skewed bell-curve
shaped around high-BBB (25%); mid-BBB (18%); Low-BBB; low-A (12%); mid-A
(14%); and high-A (8%). From a maturity perspective, the program is split as 4-5
years (26%); 3-4 years (18%); 2-3 years (27%); 1-2 years (19%); and inside one year
(10%).
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PERFORMANCE
Following one of the worst quarterly performances in Q1 2020, the credit market
rallied back in the second quarter on coordinated government support and progress
with containing the pandemic. IG posted a 9.3% return in Q2, bringing first half
returns to 4.8%. HY recorded a 9.6% return for the quarter and -4.8% for the first six
months of the year. BBBs showed the greatest performance, returning 11.6%
compared to 7.5% for single-As, 5.8% for AAs, and 4.7% for AAAs. However, for the
year to June 30, 2020 the performance is reversed with higher quality outperforming.
BBBs returned 3.4% compared to 6.2% for single-As.

FIGURE 2: IG INDEX, SPREAD CHANGE (BASIS POINTS)

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG
After the first half performance, spreads were roughly at year-end 2018 levels on the
broader IG index and several sectors. Recall that year end 2018 reflects the sharp
December 2018 sell off over trade concerns. Notably, Industrials (165bp vs 2018
levels of 133bp) and Energy (209bp vs 185bp) stand out as notably wider compared
to financials and utilities from that period. Midway through July we are now roughly
10bp better in the IG index, which is at the tights since the March COVID-19 episode.

FIGURE 3: IG INDEX, VALUATION (SPREAD TO TREASURIES)

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG
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